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C++ vector class library. This is a collection of C++ classes, functions and operators that makes it easier to
use the the vector instructions (Single Instruction Multiple Data instructions) of modern CPUs without using
assembly language.
Software optimization resources. C++ and assembly. Windows
IBM ILOG CPLEX Optimization Studio (COS) enables you to optimize your business decisions, develop and
deploy optimization models quickly, and create real-world applications that can significantly improve business
outcomes.
ILOG CPLEX Optimization Studio - Overview | IBM
TreePad X Enterprise 384 Gigabyte Personal Information Manager and Word Processor. Intuitive and
versatile, including Website Generator, spellchecker, thesaurus, attachments, search engine, recycle bin, and
much more!
Free C++ compilers and developers tools - Freebyte's Guide to
The content you requested has already been retired. It is available to download on this page.
Download Visual Studio 2003 Retired Technical
In computer science, a library is a collection of non-volatile resources used by computer programs, often for
software development.These may include configuration data, documentation, help data, message templates,
pre-written code and subroutines, classes, values or type specifications. In IBM's OS/360 and its successors
they are referred to as partitioned data sets.
Library (computing) - Wikipedia
Awesome Machine Learning . A curated list of awesome machine learning frameworks, libraries and software
(by language). Inspired by awesome-php.. If you want to contribute to this list (please do), send me a pull
request or contact me @josephmisiti.Also, a listed repository should be deprecated if:
GitHub - josephmisiti/awesome-machine-learning: A curated
Find out about out flagship product JEB, our reverse engineering platform to decompile and debug Android
apps and ARM, Intel, and MIPS executable programs, as well as analyze code and documents.
JEB Reverse Engineering Platform - JEB Decompiler by PNF
The GNU Scientific Library (GSL) is a numerical library for C and C++ programmers. It is free software under
the GNU General Public License. The library provides a wide range of mathematical routines such as random
number generators, special functions and least-squares fitting. There are over 1000 ...
GSL - GNU Scientific Library - GNU Project - Free Software
Basic Logging TutorialÂ¶. Logging is a means of tracking events that happen when some software runs. The
softwareâ€™s developer adds logging calls to their code to indicate that certain events have occurred.
Logging HOWTO â€” Python 3.7.2 documentation
Application Development : ALICE - The ALICE (Advanced Large-Scale Integrated Computational
Environment) MEMORY "SNOOPER" (AMS) is an application programming interface (API) designed to help
in writing computational steering, monitoring and debugging tools. The AMS API is a client/server,
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multithreaded API. It also supports parallel applications using MPI.
Free Software - Fortran
Freecode maintains the Web's largest index of Linux, Unix and cross-platform software, as well as mobile
applications.
Welcome to Freecode â€“ Freecode
Turnitin provides instructors with the tools to prevent plagiarism, engage students in the writing process, and
provide personalized feedback.
Home | Turnitin
ALR-9900+ Enterprise RFID Reader High Performance, Easy to Deploy, Easy to Manage Interoperable and
Broadly Supported Alien pioneered the network-ready EPC RFID reader with the widely-supported Alien
Reader Protocol (ARP).
Enterprise RFID Reader - Alien Technology
This site uses cookies for analytics. By continuing to browse this site, you agree to this use. Learn more
Libraries | Mono
Name Type Description Manufacturer Location Keywords; SPSS: Statistical A statistical Package, designed
for analysing data. IBM SPSS: Staff WTS 2000 Cluster WTS
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